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ABSTRACT:- 

During the last decade it has been well documented that there is variation in the dielectric 

properties of the healthy part and the malignant part of the human body. However, there 

has been no intensive study of dielectric properties of human colon tissue which is being 

one of the most common types of breast tumour. In order to provide information regarding 

this matter, the dielectric characterization of healthy and malignant tissues can give vital 

information about different diseases related to tumours in different parts of human bodies. 

It is found that, there is difference in the dielectric constants of the healthy tissues and the 

malignant tissues which depends on the degree of malignancy as well as the frequency of 

incident radiation used for probation. Findings may have a potential application in early- 

stage tumour detection and its diagnosis. Electromagnetic models of healthy and cancerous 

tissues would also be very helpful for studying the problems. 
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INTRODUCTION:- 

Tumour has become a worldwide health problem for people of all ages in the world. 

Tumour has become the second most common disease in women and the third in men [1]. 

The early detection of this kind of tumour is crucial in order to reduce its mortality rate. 

Microwave techniques have been explored for tumour detection of tissues as well as for 

treatment procedures. In the past decades, a great number of researchers have given their 

contribution for the study of the interactions between biological matter and 

electromagnetic waves. It was discovered that malignant and healthy tissues have different 

interaction with microwave because proteins acquire more surface charges in malignant 

tumours. The attraction of these charges for water molecules results in the presence of 

more “bound water” [2]. It has been found that, dramatic changes take places in 

metabolism and adhesion properties of tumour cells. This results in the modification of the 

number of membrane proteins [2, 5]. 

 It is well documented that, the absorption rate in malignant tissues is greater than that of 

the healthy tissues [3]. Hence, tissues characterization in terms of their electromagnetic 

properties (permittivity and conductivity) is crucial to determine their different absorption 

rates. The knowledge of these properties can be useful for the development of medical 

applications such as hyperthermia [4], as well as an aid in the design of devices for 

microwave imaging. This technique is based on the contrast in dielectric properties 

between a cancerous tissue and the normal cells that surrounds it. Thus, previous 
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knowledge of the dielectric properties of the different tissues is crucial for the design of 

devices. An antenna conceived to detect malignant breast tissue with this method is tested 

in a phantom that was developed by using previously reported tissue properties [6]. 

Many studies evaluating these properties have been presented. The first works were 

mostly performed over animal tissues since their electromagnetic properties are similar to 

their analogous human tissues. Some tissues were measured from 2 to 4 GHz over bovine 

specimens [7]. Healthy and malignant canine tissues were studied to relate their dielectric 

properties to water content [8]. The basic concepts of dielectric phenomena in biological 

tissues have compiled the results of many previous works [9]. A huge quantity of healthy 

animal tissues was electromagnetically characterized up to 20 GHz [10]. Besides, the 

dependence of the dielectric properties of tissues with temperature and time was analysed 

over bovine liver tissue [11]. Normal and the malignant human tissue samples were 

measured in the 50 - 900 MHz frequency band, showing that, the electromagnetic 

properties of malignant tissues had larger values than those from healthy ones [12]. 

The colon tissue has already been addressed in a few reports. Healthy and malignant 

human colon tissues have been reported to be measured up to 900 MHz only [12]. Normal 

and malignant colon tissues were cultivated using the xenograft model and measured up to 

5 GHz, without presenting fitting parameters [13].The dielectric analysis is performed 

using the open- ended coaxial technique, which has been used by most of the studies that 

present electromagnetic properties of biological tissues. This method has been used in 

different areas, such as chemical mixture, concrete and moisture characterization etc. [14, 

15, 16] 

 

GRAPHICAL STUDY OF PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION:-Statistics of the 

difference in dielectric constant between the healthy and the malignant tissue from the 

same patient: Probability distribution at 2.45 GHz. 
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A Kolmogorov- Smirnov test has been performed at each frequency testing several 

distribution functions in order to characterize the kind of distribution that better fits the 

difference between tissues of the same patient. The test has shown that the logistic 

distribution is the one that better fits this difference at most frequencies. The difference at 

2.45 GHz, a logistic distribution of mean =5.04and a scale parameter s= 1.369 

 

CONCLUSION:- 

The dielectric constant of malignant tissue and that of the healthy tissue have been 

analysed over the full band of microwave frequencies. It has been observed that the 

dielectric constant of the malignant tissues is higher than that of the healthy one. This 

difference is even higher at frequencies below 4GHz. 

Regarding the conductivity, the relative difference has a similar behaviour, despite that the 

absolute differences are much lower than in dielectric constant. From the data available in 

the literature it is found that, the within-patient analysis has shown greater dielectric 

constants from malignant tissues when compared to healthy tissues, with significant 

differences that appear systematically at lower end of microwave frequency band. From 

the graph of Probability Density Function, it is found that the difference at 2.45 GHz, a 

logistic distribution of mean =5.04 and a scale parameter s= 1.369 

These results have a potential application in cancer detection and diagnosis, and can be 

useful in order to develop new diagnosis devices, tools for hyperthermia treatments and to 

create electromagnetic models of healthy and malignant colon tissues. 
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